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Group 1 (Inna Gogina, [student 2], [student 3], [student 4], [student 5]) 
LIBR 202-11. Information Retrieval 
Database 1: Descriptive Metadata and Database Design 
October 11, 2013 
 

Item 1: Statement of Purpose 

The XYZ University Library has acquired a unique set of traveling postcards from an 

anonymous private collector in its newest acquisition.  Twenty-five items1 from different 

historical periods— ranging in date from the turn of the century2 to the 1990’s—feature images 

of landmarks, cityscapes, wilderness retreats, beach resorts, and museum exhibits.  The postcards 

depict tourist destinations located in the United States, Canada, England, France, Germany, and 

Morocco.  The University added this collection to support its top-ranked undergraduate and 

graduate programs in Tourism and Hospitality Management. In addition to the primary target 

audience, students, faculty, and visiting scholars will use this collection across a broad spectrum 

of disciplines, such as anthropology, art history, sociology, cultural heritage preservation, 

philately, deltiology3, and others. 

The postcards will be digitized and integrated in the University Digital Library database.  

The users will be able to search the digital postcard collection by indexing terms, such as 

geographic location (city, state, country), travel type, language, etc.  For example, a postcard 

depicting a travel destination located in Germany can be retrieved by selecting the “Germany” 

option from the LOCATION_COUNTRY drop-down list.  Descriptive metadata will include 

postcard titles, description, landmarks, and other useful information about the new collection.  

                                                            
1 See Exhibit A. Postcard Collection, on p. 14 
2 PostCard33V.png; Source: http://www.mccord-museum.qc.ca/en/collection/artifacts/MP-
0000.846.1?Lang=1&accessnumber=MP-0000.846.1  
3 E.g. http://www.lib.umd.edu/special/collections/iad  

http://www.mccord-museum.qc.ca/en/collection/artifacts/MP-0000.846.1?Lang=1&accessnumber=MP-0000.846.1
http://www.mccord-museum.qc.ca/en/collection/artifacts/MP-0000.846.1?Lang=1&accessnumber=MP-0000.846.1
http://www.lib.umd.edu/special/collections/iad
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Item 2: Data Structure Rules 

Field Name: TITLE 

Required?: Yes  

Field Type (WebData Pro): Comment 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: Yes 

Definition: A title given to the postcard by the publisher. Typically, the title can be found either 

on the front or the reverse side of the postcard. Descriptive titles should be provided for 

postcards that do not have formal titles, based on the postcard’s content. 

Entry Rules:  

1. Enter the title exactly as it appears on the postcard; preserve punctuation and 

capitalization.  

• For titles printed in all capital letters, use the US English capitalization convention 

instead. E.g. for the title MEMORIES OF HAWAII, enter “Memories of Hawaii”. 

2. If, in addition to the main title, a postcard’s reverse side includes a subtitle, an 

explanatory or alternate title, or a caption, do not include the subtitle in the Title field. 

Instead, the subtitle should be included in the Description field.  

3. If multiple titles and/or multiple images are reported, use a semicolon to separate the 

titles. 

Examples:    

• Turtle Bay Hilton Golf and Tennis Resort 

• PA-177 - The Midway on Penna, Turnpike; Looking West from Everett, Pa.; Breezwood 

Interchange; Looking Up the Allegheny Mis. 

Field Name: DESCRIPTION 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): Comment 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: Yes 

Definition: A free-text note describing the postcard. Description may include the postcard 

subtitle/caption that appears on the reverse side of the card. Description field of the postcards 

that were used should also include information about the postcard sender, recipient, where the 

postcard was mailed and when. Content description or interpretation that gives additional 
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information not recorded elsewhere should be provided for the postcards that do not have formal 

subtitles/captions.  

Entry Rules:  

1. Enter the description exactly as written by the publisher; preserve punctuation and 

capitalization.  

2. In the event publisher does not supply a description, provide a few-sentences description 

of the image.  

3. If the postcard title is in the language other than English, include its English translation in 

the Description field. E.g. for postcard titled Paris… en flanant enter [English: wondering 

through Paris].  

4. If postcard contains text written in languages other than the language used in the title, list 

them in the description. 

Examples: 

• Image Caption: Lone Tree. This Tree, growing out of solid granite is 76 years old. This 

tree is located on the Lincoln Highway 28 miles west of Cheyenne. This postcard was 

sent to Weber, Edmund Butzie in Petaluma, CA, in 1950. 

• Image Caption: La Seine et la flânc sud la cathédrale Notré-Dame [English: The Seine 

and the south-side of the cathédral Notré-Dame]. Languages other than primary: English; 

German; Italian; Spanish 

Field Name: LOCATION_CITY 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): List 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: Yes 

Definition: City location of the image as identified by the publisher of the postcard.   

Entry Rules:  

1. If identified on the postcard, enter the city where image on postcard was taken.   

2. If the postcard depicts a place that is located not in the city but in its proximity, enter 

respective city value in the field.  

3. If the postcard depicts a museum exhibit, enter the city, in which that museum is located, 

e.g. enter “London” for the British Museum exhibit postcard.  
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4. Avoid using diacritical marks in the city names. The letters ü, ö, ä and ß can be replaced 

by "ue", "oe", "ae" or "ss" respectively. For example, for Düsseldorf enter “Duesseldorf”. 

5. Capitalize first letter of the city.  

6. If city is not applicable, enter “not applicable”.  

7. If city is present but cannot be identified, enter “unknown”. 

Examples:  

• Oahu 

Field Name: LOCATION_STATE 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): List 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: Yes 

Definition: State location of the image as identified by the publisher of the postcard.   

Entry Rules:  

1. If identified on the postcard, enter the State where image on postcard was taken.  

Capitalize first letter of the state.  

2. If the state does not apply, enter “not applicable”.  

3. If the state is applicable but cannot be identified, enter “unknown”. 

Example: Hawaii 

Field Name:  LOCATION_COUNTRY 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): List 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: Yes 

Definition: Country location of the image as identified by the publisher of the postcard.   

Entry Rules:  

1. If identified on the postcard, enter the country where image on postcard was taken.  Use 

English capitalization convention for names of countries. 

2. If the postcard does not include the name of the country, determine the name of the 

country based on the image’s content, e.g. e.g. enter “England” for the British Museum 

exhibit postcard. The English-language form is preferred, e.g. use “Germany” instead of 

“Deutschland”. 
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3. If country does not apply, enter “not applicable”. 

4. If country is applicable but cannot be identified, enter “unknown”. 

Example: United States 

Field name: LANGUAGE 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): List 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: Yes 

Definition: Identifies the language on the postcard. 

Entry rules:  

1. Enter the language used on the postcard. Capitalize the first letter of the language.  

2. In the case of multiple languages, enter a primary language. The primary language is the 

language used in the Title of the postcard.  

3. Information about all languages other than the primary language should be included in 

the Description field.  

4. For unidentified language, enter “other”.  

5. If a postcard has no text, enter “none”. 

Example: English 

Field Name: COLOR_TYPE 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): List 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: Yes 

Definition: Describes whether the postcard image appears in color or black and white. 

Entry Rules: Enter the term full-color or black & white. 

Example: full-color 

Field name: INSCRIPTION  

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): List 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: Yes 
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Definition: Identifies whether an inscription is present on a postcard. Inscription includes all 

marks or written words added to the object after its production or in its subsequent history, 

including signatures, dates, texts, and dedications. 

Entry rules:  

1. Enter a capital “Y” if the postcard has an inscription.  

2. Enter a capital “N” if the postcard has been left blank. 

Field name: PUBLISHER 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): Comment 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: No 

Definition: Identifies the publisher of the postcard. 

Entry rules:  

1. Enter the publisher information exactly as printed on the postcard.  

2. If the publisher information is illegible, enter “illegible”, with a lower case “i”.  

3. If publisher information is not present, enter “unknown” (keep the “u” lower case). 

Example:  Photogelatine Engraving Co Ltd Ottawa 

Field Name: PUBLICATION_DATE 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): Comment 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: No 

Definition: Date used to represent the date of publication of postcard. 

Entry Rules:  

1. If publication date is known put in the year only.  

2. If publication is unknown enter “unknown”.  

Examples:  

• 1950 

• unknown   

Field Name: STAMP 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): List 
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Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: Yes 

Definition: Shows if there is a stamp located on the postcard.  

Entry Rules:  

1. If there is a stamp present put a capital letter Y for yes.  

2. If there is not a stamp present put a capital letter N for no. 

Examples:  

• Y 

• N 

Field Name: POSTMARK_DATE 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): Comment 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: No 

Definition: Date to express when the postcard was postmarked.  

Entry Rules:  

1. If there is a postmark date present put only the year.  

2. If the postmark year is illegible, enter “illegible”. 

3. If there is not a postmark date present enter “not applicable” for not applicable.  

Examples:  

• 1950 

• illegible 

• not applicable 

Field Name: LANDMARK 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): List 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: Yes 

Definition: Describes if the postcard features a historic or architectural landmark, monument, 

building or location. This will help users locate postcards in specific locations that are sometimes 

known for, or identified by, their landmarks.  i.e. Paris is oftentimes associated with the Eiffel 

Tower.  Also, users will be able to discover landmarks that might be worth visiting during their 

travels to a specific location. 
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Entry Rules: 

1. Locate and identify the most prominent landmark on the postcard.  

2. Landmarks are defined as historical or architectural monuments, buildings or locations. 

3. If the landmark is not easily visible or known, use credible internet resources to search 

for information regarding the location and or area that is portrayed in the postcard.  

4. When a postcard has multiple landmarks, only use the primary landmark as a value 

○ a primary landmark is defined as the most widely known landmark 

○ example: a postcard with images of La Tour Eiffel and L’Arc de Triomphe would 

use La Tour Eiffel as the value since it is the more widely known or recognizable 

5. If no landmark is present in the postcard image, use the value “none.” 

6. If a landmark is visible but cannot be identified, use the field “unknown.” 

o possible reasons for unknown landmarks: the landmark has been torn down or 

rebuilt and is no longer recognizable or searchable; the photo is blurry and a 

confirmed distinction cannot be made. 

Examples:  

• La Tour Eiffel 

• Notre-Dame Cathedral 

• The Los Angeles Public Library 

Field Name: TRAVEL_TYPE 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): List 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: Yes 

Definition: Describes the type of travel that is indicated on the postcard. This will help users that 

are researching specific types of travel and the locations where those travel types can be 

performed.  This field can also serve a secondary purpose of broadening the search results by 

locations.  i.e. A search for “city travel” will elicit postcard results that include cities as different 

as Paris, Honolulu and Düsseldorf.  For that reason, the “travel type” field should be used with at 

least one other field to provide the user with the best results.   

Entry Rules:  

1. Determine the type of travel that is indicated by the image on the postcard.   
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2. If a postcard shows multiple types of travel, choose the travel type that most is the best 

representation of the postcard image. 

3. If no travel type is represented on the image use the value “not applicable”.   

4. For the purposes of this database, select travel types from the provided list: beach, city, 

transcontinental, wilderness. 

Examples:  

• beach 

• city  

• wilderness  

Field Name: SUBJECT  

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): List 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: Yes 

Definition: Describes the main subject matter that is represented in the postcard. This will allow 

users to search for postcards using a broad range of subject matter options.  This field should also 

be used in conjunction with at least one other search field to narrow down the results.   

Entry Rules:  

1. Determine the overall subject of the postcard.   

2. Use the Library of Congress subject headings4 as the terminology for the values.  

3. If the landmark is the primary focus of the postcard, determine which Library of 

Congress subject would include the landmark and use that as the corresponding value.   

4. If a landmark is not the primary focus of the postcard, on a piece of scratch paper write 

down one or two sentences describing what is happening or portrayed in the postcard and 

select the main identifying words and find their Library of Congress subject headings.   

○ For example, one might describe a postcard as such: “A couple is walking down a 

Hawaiian beach at sunset with a resort in the background.”  The words that best 

describe the focus of the postcard are couple, beach, resort.  That postcard would 

be placed under the Library of Congress’s subject headings: “couples,” “beaches” 

                                                            
4 LOC subject headings: http://www.loc.gov/pictures/index/subjects/  

http://www.loc.gov/pictures/index/subjects/
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and “resorts.” Then determine which of those subject headings most clearly 

describes the subject of the postcard. 

5. For the purposes of this database, only the primary subject will be used.   

○ Continuing the example from above, the primary subject would be “beaches.”   

Examples: 

• beaches 

• monuments & memorials 

Field Name: FILE_NAME 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): Comment 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: No 

Definition: File name assigned to specific postcard. 

Entry Rules:  

1. Enter the file name assigned to the postcard as sample below.  

2. The numerical value in each file name should be the only change in subsequent entries. 

Examples:  

• PostCard1V 

• PostCard2V 

Field Name: IMAGE_NUMBER 

Required?: Yes 

Field Type (WebData Pro): Comment 

Searchable Field (WebData Pro)?: No 

Definition: Number located in the bottom left of the front side of each postcard image.  

Entry Rules: Enter the number in Arabic numerals assigned to each postcard image. 

Examples:   

• 10 

• 32 
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Exhibit A. Postcard Collection 

 

1 PostCard1V 
2 PostCard3V 
3 PostCard4V 
4 PostCard5V 
5 PostCard9V 
6 PostCard10V 
7 PostCard11V 
8 PostCard22V 
9 PostCard24V 
10 PostCard25V 
11 PostCard26V 
12 PostCard27V 
13 PostCard28V 
14 PostCard29V 
15 PostCard31V 
16 PostCard32V 
17 PostCard33V 
18 PostCard34V 
19 PostCard35V 
20 PostCard36V 
21 PostCard37V 
22 PostCard39V 
23 PostCard40V 
24 PostCard41V 
25 PostCard43V 
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Item 3: Data Structure Elements 
 
Database: group1 - WebData Pro  
Created: September 25, 2013

 

Field Summary 

№ Field Field Summary & Validation Lists 
1 group1_id autofill - WebData Pro, smallint (6), textbox 
2 TITLE Required (Y), Field Type (Comment), Searchable (Y) 
3 DESCRIPTION Required (Y), Field Type (Comment), Searchable (Y) 
4 LOCATION_CITY Required (Y), Field Type (List), Searchable (Y) 

 
Validation List: Bad Doberan 

  
Bedford 

  
Cedar City 

  
Duesseldorf 

  
Fresno 

  
Honolulu 

  
Kaneohe 

  
Kankakee 

  
London 

  
Los Angeles 

  
Makaha 
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Monterey 

  
Montreal 

  
Oahu 

  
Oudjda 

  
Paris 

  
Sedona 

  
Sherman Hill 

  
Versailles 

  
Waikiki 

  
Yosemite Village 

  
not_applicable 

  
unknown 

5 LOCATION_STATE Required (Y), Field Type (List), Searchable (Y) 

 
Validation List: Arizona 

  
California 

  
Hawaii 

  
Illinois 

  
Pennsylvania 

  
Quebec 

  
Utah 

  
Wyoming 

  
not_applicable 

  
unknown 

6 LOCATION_COUNTRY Required (Y), Field Type (List), Searchable (Y) 

 
Validation List: Canada 

  
England 

  
France 

  
Germany 

  
Morocco 

  
United States 

  
not_applicable 

  
unknown 

7 LANGUAGE Required (Y), Field Type (List), Searchable (Y) 

 
Validation List: English 

  
French 

  
German 

  
none 

  
other 

8 COLOR_TYPE Required (Y), Field Type (List), Searchable (Y) 

 
Validation List: full_color  

  
black_white 

9 INSCRIPTION Required (Y), Field Type (List), Searchable (Y) 

 
Validation List: Yes 

  
No 

10 PUBLISHER Required (Y), Field Type (Comment), Searchable (Y) 
11 PUBLICATION_DATE Required (Y), Field Type (Comment), Searchable (Y) 
12 STAMP Required (Y), Field Type (List), Searchable (Y) 

 
Validation List: Yes 

  
No 

13 POSTMARK_DATE Required (Y), Field Type (Comment), Searchable (Y) 
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14 LANDMARK Required (Y), Field Type (List), Searchable (Y) 

 
Validation List: Byodo-in Temple 

  
Devils Bridge 

  
Diamond Head Beach 

  
Doberan Minster Church 

  
Duesseldorf Town Hall 

  
First Methodist Episcopal Church 

  
Fresno Branch Los Angeles Trust and Savings Bank 

  
Kaibab National Forest 

  
Kankakee River State Park 

  
La Tour Eiffel  

  
Los Angeles Public Library 

  
none 

  
Notre-Dame Cathedral 

  
The 17 Mile Drive 

  
The Lincoln Highway 

  
The Palace of Versailles 

  
The Rosetta Stone 

  
The Waianae Coast 

  
Victoria and Albert Museum 

  
Windsor Station Canadian Pacific Railway CPR Montreal 

  
Yosemite National Park 

  
none 

  
unknown 

15 TRAVEL_TYPE Required (Y), Field Type (List), Searchable (Y) 

 
Validation List: beach 

  
city 

  
transcontinental 

  
wilderness 

  
not_applicable 

16 SUBJECT Required (Y), Field Type (List), Searchable (Y) 

 
Validation List: bank buildings 

  
beaches 

  
Buddhist temples 

  
church buildings 

  
gardens 

  
highways 

  
historic buildings 

  
historic drives 

  
monuments & memorials 

  
mountains 

  
museums 

  
national parks & reserves 

  
railroad stations 

  
other 

17 FILE_NAME Required (Y), Field Type (Comment), Searchable (Y) 
18 IMAGE_NUMBER Required (Y), Field Type (Comment), Searchable (Y) 
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Fields – Screenshot5 

 

 

Query/Search Page 

 
                                                            
5 This is a partial screenshot of fields as they are displayed on the WDP screen. The total number of fields is 17 
(excluding the WDP-generated group1_d field; the total number of records is 25. For complete contents, see alpha 
test records on pp. 19-32. 
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Search Results6 – Query “location_state: Hawaii” 

 

 

Item 4: Our Alpha Test Records 

Record Number 1 

group1_id 4 
title Honolulu city lights 
description Image Caption: The world famous Honolulu city lights radiate an aura of beauty and 

tranquility while the suns reminiscent glow creates a soft blush in the sky beyond 
Diamond Head. Photo by G. Spires 

location_city Honolulu 
location_state Hawaii 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 

                                                            
6 Fragment of search results page 
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inscription No 
publisher Island Heritage Publishing 
publication_date unknown 
stamp No 
postmark_date not_applicable 
travel_type beach 
landmark None 
subject beaches 
file_name PostCard10V 
image_number 19 
  
Record Number 2 
group1_id 5 
title PA-177 - The Midway on Penna, Turnpike; Looking West from Everett, Pa.; 

Breezwood Interchange; Looking Up the Allegheny Mis. 
description Image Caption: The Midway, Howard Johnson Restaurant on Pennsylvania Turnpike, 

Bedford, Pa. Opposite View-Looking West from Everett, Pa. Bottom View shows 
Breezwood Interchange connecting with Lincoln Highway U.S. 30 between Bedford 
and McConnellsburg, Pa. Opposite view-Looking up the Alleghery Mountains on 
Penna. Turnpike, West of Bedford, Pa. This postcard was sent to Weber, Buzi in 
Petaluma, CA, in 1950. Languages other than primary: French. 

location_city Bedford 
location_state Pennsylvania 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription Yes 
publisher Ninsky Bros. a Co Publishing Division, Pittsburgh, PA 
publication_date unknown 
stamp Yes 
postmark_date 1950 
travel_type intercontinental 
landmark None 
subject highways 
file_name PostCard11V 
image_number 20 
  
Record Number 3 
group1_id 7 
title Tree growing out of solid rock on Lincoln Highway over Sherman Hill, Wyoming 
description Image Caption: Lone Tree. This Tree, growing out of solid granite is 76 years old. This 

tree is located on the Lincoln Highway 28 miles west of Cheyenne. This postcard was 
sent to Weber, Edmund Butzie in Petaluma, CA, in 1950. 

location_city Sherman_Hill 
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location_state Wyoming 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription Yes 
publisher Sanborn Souvenir CO., Denver, COLO. 
publication_date unknown 
stamp Yes 
postmark_date 1950 
travel_type intercontinental 
landmark The_Lincoln_Highway 
subject highways 
file_name PostCard22V 
image_number 22 
  
Record Number 4 
group1_id 8 
title Kaibab National Forest. En Route to North Rim Grand Canyon from Cedar City, Utah, 

on the Union Pacific System. 
description Image Caption: Thirty thousand deer roam unmolested in the beautiful Kaibab Forest. 

Reached by comfortable Union Pacific motor bus tours from Cedar City. 
location_city Cedar_City 
location_state Utah 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription Yes 
publisher Union Pacific System Overland 
publication_date unknown 
stamp Yes 
postmark_date 1928 
travel_type wilderness 
landmark Kaibab_National_Forest 
subject national_parks_and_reserves 
file_name PostCard24V 
image_number 24 
  
Record Number 5 
group1_id 9 
title Memories of Waikiki 
description Image Caption: Fort DeRussy bathed in the colorful lights of early evenings. Waikiki's 

hotels and Diamond head in the background. Photo by Colorscans 
location_city Waikiki 
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location_state Hawaii 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription No 
publisher Hawaiian Service, Inc. 
publication_date 1992 
stamp No 
postmark_date not_applicable 
travel_type beach 
landmark None 
subject beaches 
file_name PostCard25V 
image_number 25 
  
Record Number 6 
group1_id 10 
title Memories of Hawaii 
description Image Caption: Byodo-in Temple is nestled in the beautiful Valley of Temples, near 

Kaneohe town, on the windward side of the Hawaiian island of Oahu. Its Oriental 
architecture models Japan's famous Byodo-in Temple. The remarkably fluted cliffs of 
the magnificent Koolau mountain range tower in the background.  

location_city Kaneohe 
location_state Hawaii 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription No 
publisher Hawaiian Services, Inc. 
publication_date 1992 
stamp No 
postmark_date not_applicable 
travel_type beach 
landmark Byodoin_Temple 
subject Buddhist_temples 
file_name PostCard32V 
image_number 32 
  
Record Number 7 
group1_id 11 
title Devils Bridge 
description <BR>Image Caption: Devils Bridge, located 3 1/2 miles west and four miles north of 

Sedona, Arizona, in the Dry Creek Area. Photo by Rollie F. Houck<BR> 
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location_city Sedona 
location_state Arizona 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription No 
publisher Roben Co, Sedona, AZ 
publication_date unknown 
stamp No 
postmark_date N/A 
travel_type wilderness 
landmark Devil's_Bridge 
subject mountains 
file_name PostCard37V 
image_number 37 
  
Record Number 8 
group1_id 12 
title Windsor Station, C.P.R., Montreal, Canada-40 
description Vintage postcard of Windsor Station Canadian Pacific Railway CPR Montreal, Canada. 

The postcard has inscription in French: Souvenir amical - 819. J. Jacques, 20 october 
1932. Languages other than primary: French 

location_city Montreal 
location_state Quebec 
location_country Canada 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription Yes 
publisher Photogelatine Engraving Co Ltd Ottawa 
publication_date unknown 
stamp No 
postmark_date not_applicable 
travel_type city 
landmark Windsor_Station_Canadian_Pacific_Railway_CPR_Montr 
subject railroad_stations 
file_name PostCard33V 
image_number 33 
  
Record Number 9 
group1_id 13 
title Fresno Branch Los Angeles Trust and Savings Bank 
description Vintage postcard of Fresno Branch Los Angeles Trust and Savings Bank, #6284.  This 

postcard was sent by Schick, Anna to Chancelet, Yvonne in San Francisco, CA in 1937. 
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location_city Fresno 
location_state California 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription Yes 
publisher PACIFIC NOVELTY CO. San Francisco & Los Angeles 
publication_date unknown 
stamp Yes 
postmark_date 1937 
travel_type city 
landmark Fresno_Branch_Los_Angeles_Trust_and_Savings_Bank 
subject bank_buildings 
file_name PostCard34V 
image_number 34 
  
Record Number 10 
group1_id 14 
title Scene on Rock Creek, near Kankakee, ILL-9 
description Scene on Rock Creek, near Kankakee, ILL-9 
location_city Kankakee 
location_state Illinois 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription No 
publisher E. C. Kropp Co. Milwaukee, WI 
publication_date 1930 
stamp No 
postmark_date not_applicable 
travel_type wilderness 
landmark Kankakee_River_State_Park 
subject national_parks_and_reserves 
file_name PostCard35V 
image_number 35 
  
Record Number 11 
group1_id 15 
title Diamond Head Beach 
description Image Caption: Diamond Head Beach, at the foot of the famous Waikiki crater, 

provides an excellent viewpoint for watching a gorgeous Hawaiian sunset. Photo by 
Veronica Carmona 

location_city Waikiki 
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location_state Hawaii 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription No 
publisher Island Heritage, a Division of the Madden Corporation 
publication_date unknown 
stamp No 
postmark_date not_applicable 
travel_type beach 
landmark Diamond_Head_Beach 
subject beaches 
file_name PostCard36V 
image_number 36 
  
Record Number 12 
group1_id 16 
title Turtle Bay Hilton Golf and Tennis Resort 
description Image Caption: Do everything you'd love to do at this Resort-Country club on Oahu's 

spectacular North Shore.  Enjoy golf, tennis, horseback riding, and an ocean full of 
beach activities.  All 486 guest rooms with an ocean view. 

location_city Oahu 
location_state Hawaii 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription No 
publisher unknown 
publication_date unknown 
stamp No 
postmark_date not_applicable 
travel_type beach 
landmark None 
subject beaches 
file_name PostCard1V 
image_number 10 
  
Record Number 13 
group1_id 17 
title First Methodist Episcopal Church,Kankakee,Illinois 
description Image Caption: First Methodist Church in the heart of Kankakee. George McClung, 

Minister. Church School…..9:30 Morning Worship….10:00 Epworth League…..6:30 
Evening Worship……7:00 You are cordially invited to make this your CHURCH 
HOME. This postcard was sent to Chancelet, Yvonne in Richmond, CA, in 1928. 
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location_city Kankakee 
location_state Illinois 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription Yes 
publisher Curt Teich & Company, Inc, Chicago, U.S.A. 
publication_date unknown 
stamp Yes 
postmark_date 1928 
travel_type city 
landmark First_Methodist_Episcopal_Church 
subject church_buildings 
file_name PostCard3V 
image_number 12 
  
Record Number 14 

group1_id 18 
title Paris… en flanant 
description [English: wondering through Paris]<BR>Image Caption: La Tour Eiffel [English: Eiffel 

Tower]<BR>This postcard was sent to Weber, Edmund Butzie in Petaluma, CA, in 
1950. Languages other than primary: English 

location_city Paris 
location_state Not_Applicable 
location_country France 
primary_language French 
color_type black_white 
inscription Yes 
publisher Éditions d’art d’Yvon, Paris 
publication_date unknown 
stamp Yes 
postmark_date 1950 
travel_type city 
landmark La_Tour_Eiffel 
subject monuments_and_memorials 
file_name PostCard4V 
image_number 13 
  
Record Number 15 
group1_id 19 
title The British Museum 
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description Image Caption: The Rosetta Stone<BR>Inscribed in Egyptian hieroglyphic and demotic 
characters and in Greek with a decree in honour of Ptolemy V. Epiphanes, passed by the 
priests of Egypt assembled at Memphis. It was discovered in 1799 at Rashid in the 
Delta, and from it was obtained the clue to the decipherment of ancient Egyptian 
writing. 196BC, 109 x 76 cm. 

location_city London 
location_state Not_Applicable 
location_country England 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription No 
publisher The Trustees of the British Museum 
publication_date 1991 
stamp No 
postmark_date not_applicable 
travel_type city 
landmark The_Rosetta_Stone 
subject museums 
file_name PostCard5V 
image_number 14 
  
Record Number 16 
group1_id 20 
title The Los Angeles Public Library, Los Angeles, California 
description 153. The Los Angeles Public Library, Los Angeles, California. This postcard was sent 

to Chancelet, Yvonne in Richmond, CA, in 1928. 
location_city Los_Angeles 
location_state California 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription Yes 
publisher Western Publishing & Novelty Co., Los Angeles, Calif. 
publication_date unknown 
stamp No 
postmark_date 1928 
travel_type city 
landmark Los_Angeles_Public_Library 
subject historic_buildings 
file_name PostCard9V 
image_number 18 
  
Record Number 17 
group1_id 21 
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title Camp Currys Fire Fall 
description Vintage postcard of Fire Fall, a showering of burning coals that gave the illusion of a 

waterfall. This event took place at Camp Curry in Yosemite National Park during the 
years 1872-1968. 

location_city Yosemite_Village 
location_state California 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type black_white 
inscription No 
publisher unknown 
publication_date unknown 
stamp No 
postmark_date N/A 
travel_type wilderness 
landmark Yosemite_National_Park 
subject national_parks_and_reserves 
file_name PostCard39V 
image_number 39 
  
Record Number 18 
group1_id 22 
title Bad Doberan i.M. 
description Vintage postcard of Doberan Minster (Doberaner Muenster), formerly Doberan Abbey. 

It is a church located in the city of Bad Doberan, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Germany. 
location_city Bad_Doberan 
location_state Not_Applicable 
location_country Germany 
primary_language English 
color_type black_white 
inscription No 
publisher Julius Kunsivoring, Oldenburg I. Helstein 
publication_date unknown 
stamp No 
postmark_date N/A 
travel_type city 
landmark Doberan_Minister_Church 
subject church_buildings 
file_name PostCard40V 
image_number 40 
  
Record Number 19 
group1_id 23 
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title Versailles - Trianon - Le Columbier. - Trianon - The dove-cot - LL. 
description A charming picture of a quiant loft in the countryside of Versailles, France. The Petit 

Trianon is a small chateau located on the grounds of the Palace of Versailles, France. 
location_city Versailles 
location_state Not_Applicable 
location_country France 
primary_language French 
color_type black_white 
inscription No 
publisher IMP. Levy Fils & CIE, Paris 
publication_date unknown 
stamp No 
postmark_date N/A 
travel_type city 
landmark The_Palace_of_Versailles 
subject historic_buildings 
file_name PostCard41V 
image_number 41 
  
Record Number 20 
group1_id 24 
title Tandem surfing on the Makaha coast 
description Image Caption: A classic form of the sport, tandem surfing, at a classic spot, Wai'anae 

coast in Hawaii. Photo by Manabu Nomoto 
location_city Makaha 
location_state Hawaii 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription No 
publisher Island Heritage: A Division of the Madden Corporation 
publication_date unknown 
stamp No 
postmark_date not applicable 
travel_type beach 
landmark Waianae_Coast 
subject beaches 
file_name PostCard26V 
image_number 26 
  
Record Number 21 
group1_id 25 
title Düsseldorf. Rathaus-Ufer 
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description A view of the historic Town Hall and Rhine River in Düsseldorf which is located in 
Western Germany.  There are steam ships and other industrial boats in the river as well 
as industrial buildings along the banks.  There is also a church on the river's bank. This 
postcard was sent to Weber, Edmund in Petaluma, CA, in 1957. 

location_city Duesseldorf 
location_state Not_Applicable 
location_country Germany 
primary_language German 
color_type black_white 
inscription Yes 
publisher Platow's Kunstanstalt, Düsseldorf 
publication_date unknown 
stamp Yes 
postmark_date 1957 
travel_type city 
landmark Duesseldorf_Town_Hall 
subject historic_buildings 
file_name PostCard27V 
image_number 27 
  
Record Number 22 
group1_id 26 
title Notre-Dame Paris 
description Image Caption: La Seine et la flânc sud la cathédrale Notré-Dame [English: The Seine 

and the south-side of the cathédral Notré-Dame]. Languages other than primary: 
English; German; Italian; Spanish 

location_city Paris 
location_state Not_Applicable 
location_country France 
primary_language French 
color_type full_color 
inscription No 
publisher Guy 
publication_date unknown 
stamp No 
postmark_date not applicable 
travel_type city 
landmark Notre_Dame_Cathedral 
subject historic_buildings 
file_name PostCard28V 
image_number 28 
  
Record Number 23 
group1_id 27 
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title OUDJDA (Maroc.) - Jardin Public. - La Roseraie. - El. 
description A photo of the rose garden within a public garden in Oudjda, Morocco. 
location_city Oudjda 
location_state Not_Applicable 
location_country Morocco 
primary_language French 
color_type black_white 
inscription Yes 
publisher Lévy et Neurdein réunis 
publication_date unknown 
stamp No 
postmark_date not applicable 
travel_type city 
landmark None 
subject gardens 
file_name PostCard29V 
image_number 29 
  
Record Number 24 
group1_id 28 
title Midway Point, 17 Mile Drive, Monterey Peninsula, California 
description Image Caption: The 17 Mile Drive is without question one of the most notable drives in 

the world.  The drive passes through old Monterey, Oacific Frove adn along the rugged 
coast line of Monterey Peninsula with its famous cypress forests, moss beach, Pt. Joe, 
bird rock, fanshell beach and the lone cypress on midway point.  Pebble Beach and Del 
Monte Lodge and many other points of interest worthy of a separate visit. This postcard 
was sent to Chancelet, Yvonne  in Richmond, CA, in 1928. 

location_city Monterey 
location_state California 
location_country United_States 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription Yes 
publisher J.W. White, Monterey, CA 
publication_date unknown 
stamp Yes 
postmark_date 1928 
travel_type wilderness 
landmark The_17_Mile_Drive 
subject historic_drives 
file_name PostCard31V 
image_number 31 
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Record Number 25 
group1_id 29 
title Victoria and Albert Museum 
description The Three Graces. Antonio Canova 1757-1822. Italian (Rome 1814-17, marble, height 

173cm. Purchased jointly with the National Galleries of Scotland with the assistance of 
the National Heritage Memorial Fund, National Art Collections Fund and other 
donations. Board of Trustees Victoria & Albert Museum. A291, A4-1994. Printed in 
England. 

location_city London 
location_state Not_Applicable 
location_country England 
primary_language English 
color_type full_color 
inscription No 
publisher unknown 
publication_date 1994 
stamp No 
postmark_date N/A 
travel_type city 
landmark Victoria_and_Albert_Museum 
subject museums 
file_name PostCard43V 
image_number 43 

Item 5: Beta Test Records 
 

Record Number 1 

group1beta_id 2 
title PA-177 - The Midway on Penna, Turnpike; Looking West from Everett, Pa.; 

Breezwood Interchange; Looking Up the Allegheny Mis. 
description The Midway, Howard Johnson Restaurant on Pennsylvania Turnpike, Bedford, 

PA. Opposite view - Loooking West from Everett, Pa. <BR>Bottom View shows 
Breezwood Interchange connecting with Lincoln Highway, U.S. 30 between 
Bedford and McConnellsurg, Pa. Opposite View - Looking up the Allegheny 
Mountains on Penna. Turnpike, West of Bedford, Pa. 

location_city Bedford 
location_state Pennsylvania 
location_country United States 
language English 
color_type full-color 
inscription Y 
publisher Bros. & Co., Publishing Division, Pittsburgh, PA 
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publication_date unknown 
stamp Y 
postmark_date 1950 
landmark none 
travel_type not applicable 
subject historic drives 
file_name PostCard11V 
image_number 20 
  
Record Number 2 
group1beta_id 3 
title The Los Angeles Public Library, Los Angeles, California 
description The Los Angeles Public Library, as seen from an angle. The square in which the 

Library is located has some trees in it.  
location_city Los Angeles 
location_state California 
location_country United States 
language English 
color_type full-color 
inscription Y 
publisher Western Publishing & Novelty Co., Los Angeles, Calif.  
publication_date unknown 
stamp N 
postmark_date 1928 
landmark Los Angeles Public Library 
travel_type city 
subject historic buildings 
file_name PostCard9V 
image_number 18<BR>18 
  
Record Number 3 
group1beta_id 4 
title Memories of Hawaii 
description RED ANTHURIUM... probably no other plant in Hawaii produces such brilliant 

blossoms that are so popular with visitors and local residents alike.  
location_city unknown 
location_state Hawaii 
location_country United States 
language English 
color_type full-color 
inscription N 
publisher Hawaiian Services, Inc. 
publication_date 1992 
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stamp N 
postmark_date not applicable 
landmark none 
travel_type wilderness 
subject gardens 
file_name PostCard8V 
image_number 17 
  
Record Number 4 
group1beta_id 5 
title Paris...En Flanant 
description Paris...En Flanat [English: wondering through Paris] 
location_city Paris 
location_state not applicable 
location_country France 
language French 
color_type black & white 
inscription Y 
publisher illegible 
publication_date unknown 
stamp Y 
postmark_date 1950 
landmark La Tour Eiffel 
travel_type transcontinental 
subject monuments & memorials 
file_name PostCard4V 
image_number 13 
  
Record Number 5 
group1beta_id 6 
title Turtle Bay Hilton Golf and Tennis Resort 
description Do everything you'd love to do at this Resort-Country Club on Oahu's 

spectacular North Shore. Enjoy golf, tennis, horseback riding, and an ocean full 
of beach activities. All 486 guest rooms with an ocean view. 

location_city Oahu 
location_state Hawaii 
location_country United States 
language English 
color_type full-color 
inscription N 
publisher unknown 
publication_date unknown 
stamp N 
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postmark_date not applicable 
landmark none 
travel_type beach 
subject beaches 
file_name PostCard1V 
image_number 10 
  
Record Number 6 
group1beta_id 7 
title Tandem Surfing 
description at Makaha on O'ahu's Wai'anae coast.  A classic form of the sport at a classic 

spot.  Photo by Manabu Nomoto. 
location_city Makaha 
location_state Hawaii 
location_country United States 
language English 
color_type full-color 
inscription N 
publisher Island Heritage 
publication_date unknown 
stamp N 
postmark_date not applicable 
landmark none 
travel_type beach 
subject beaches 
file_name PostCard26V 
image_number 26 
  
Record Number 7 
group1beta_id 8 
title Lone Tree. 
description This Tree, growing out of solid granite is 76 years old.  This tree is located on 

the Lincoln Highway 28 miles west of Cheyenne.  This postcard was sent to 
Weber, Edmund Butzie in Petaluma, CA, in 1950. 

location_city not applicable 
location_state Wyoming 
location_country United States 
language English 
color_type full-color 
inscription Y 
publisher illegible 
publication_date unknown 
stamp Y 
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postmark_date 1950 
landmark The Lincoln Highway 
travel_type wilderness 
subject highways 
file_name PostCard22V 
image_number 22 
  
Record Number 8 
group1beta_id 9 
title Bonne Annee 
description A snow covered road lined with trees.  Sent to Weber, Edmund Butzie in 

Petaluma, California. 
location_city not applicable 
location_state unknown 
location_country unknown 
language French 
color_type full-color 
inscription Y 
publisher unknown 
publication_date unknown 
stamp Y 
postmark_date unknown 
landmark none 
travel_type wilderness 
subject other 
file_name PostCard23V 
image_number 23 
  
Record Number 9 
group1beta_id 10 
title Kaibab National Forest. 
description En route to Northrim Grand Canyon from Cedar City, Utah, on the Union Pacific 

System. 
location_city Cedar City 
location_state unknown 
location_country United States 
language English 
color_type full-color 
inscription Y 
publisher Union Pacific System 
publication_date unknown 
stamp Y 
postmark_date 1928 
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landmark Kaibab National Forest 
travel_type wilderness 
subject national parks & reserves 
file_name PostCard24V 
image_number 24 
  
Record Number 10 
group1beta_id 11 
title Aloha 
description Fort DeRussy bathed in the colorful lights of early evening.  Waikiki's hotels and 

Diamond Head in the background. 
location_city Waikiki 
location_state Hawaii 
location_country United States 
language English 
color_type full-color 
inscription N 
publisher Hawaiian Service, Inc. 
publication_date 1992 
stamp Y 
postmark_date not applicable 
landmark Diamond Head Beach 
travel_type beach 
subject beaches 
file_name PostCard25V 
image_number 25 
  
Record Number 11 
group1beta_id 12 
title Midway Point, 17 Mile Drive, Monterey Peninsula, California; The 17 Mile 

Drive 
description The 17 Mile Drive is without question one of the most notable drives in the 

world. The drive passes through old Monterey, Pacific Grove and along the 
rugged coast line of Monterey Peninsula, with its famous cypress forests, moss 
beach, Pt. Joe, bird rock, fanshell beach and the lone cyress on midway point, 
Pebble Beach and Del Monte Lodge and many other points of interest worthy of 
a separate visit.  

location_city not applicable 
location_state California 
location_country United States 
language English 
color_type full-color 
inscription Y 
publisher Published by W. White, Monterey, Cal. 
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publication_date unknown 
stamp Y 
postmark_date 1928 
landmark The 17 Mile Drive 
travel_type wilderness 
subject historic drives 
file_name Postcard31V 
image_number 31 
  
Record Number 12 
group1beta_id 13 
title Fresno Branch Los Angeles Trust and Savings Bank 
description Illustrated imaged of the Fresno Branch of the Los Angeles Trust and Savings 

Bank 
location_city Fresno 
location_state California 
location_country United States 
language English 
color_type full-color 
inscription Y 
publisher unknown 
publication_date unknown 
stamp Y 
postmark_date 1927 
landmark Fresno Branch Los Angeles Trust and Savings Bank 
travel_type city 
subject bank buildings 
file_name Postcard34V 
image_number 34 
  
Record Number 13 
group1beta_id 14 
title Diamond Head Beach 
description Image Caption: Diamond Head Beach, at the foot of the famous Waikiki crater, 

provides an excellent viewpoint for watching a gorgeous Hawaiian sunset. Photo 
by Veronica Carmona. 

location_city Waikiki 
location_state Hawaii 
location_country United States 
language English 
color_type full-color 
inscription N 
publisher Island Heritage; A Division of the Madden Corporation 
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publication_date unknown 
stamp N 
postmark_date not applicable 
landmark Diamond Head Beach 
travel_type beach 
subject beaches 
file_name Postcard36V 
image_number 36 
  
Record Number 14 
group1beta_id 15 
title Camp Curry's Fire Fall 
description Black and white photograph of a waterfall. The Camp Curry entrance and people 

are present in the photo. 
location_city not applicable 
location_state unknown 
location_country United States 
language English 
color_type black & white 
inscription N 
publisher unknown 
publication_date unknown 
stamp N 
postmark_date not applicable 
landmark unknown 
travel_type wilderness 
subject national parks & reserves 
file_name Postcard39V 
image_number 39 
  
Record Number 15 
group1beta_id 16 
title Versailles 
description Image Caption: VERSAILLES - Trianon - Le Colombier - The dove-cot - LL. 
location_city Versailles 
location_state not applicable 
location_country France 
language French 
color_type black & white 
inscription N 
publisher illegible 
publication_date unknown 
stamp N 
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postmark_date not applicable 
landmark The Palace of Versailles 
travel_type transcontinental 
subject gardens 
file_name Postcard41V 
image_number 41 

 

Item 6: Our Team’s Critique of Group 6’s Data Structure 

Dear Data Structure Designers: 

Thank you for the opportunity to beta test your database. On September 26th, we received your 

statement of purpose and rules; we appreciate your prompt delivery. We have since carefully 

evaluated your statement of purpose, rules, and data structure; and indexed a total of 25 

postcards. Finally, we held two meetings—on September 29th and October 1st—to discuss our 

experiences and our feedback to your team.  We all agreed that your database design was clever 

and provides useful features for effective information retrieval. We also noticed that there are a 

few issues within the data structure that might need some fine-tuning.  In addition, we thought 

there are some additional fields your database might benefit from.  Below please find our 

detailed evaluation. 

Database Purpose 

The statement of purpose for your database lists artists, historians, and collectors as your 

intended users. We noticed a specific strength of the database is its focus on artists. Having users 

as artists is a unique and creative idea. However, due to the strong emphasis on color and images 

in the database fields, historians and collectors as users can be forgotten. The database structure 

would benefit from detailed information that caters to historians and collectors. Adding fields 

that are helpful for historians would expand the usefulness of the database.  It is unclear what 
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type of collectors the database targets.  The database structure suggests perhaps stamp collectors.  

A few additional details in the statement of purpose would make the statement of purpose 

stronger and more effective.   

Data Structure and Rules 

In regards to the rules for the database, we recommend that field names and values always 

correspond to the field names and values in the database. On occasion we found these database 

names and values to vary slightly from those in the rules. As an indexer this can be confusing. 

Overall, however, the rules are understandable and your database is easy to utilize.  

Field Name: ID 

We found this field to be essential to the identification of the postcard images. In order to 

simplify the job of the indexer, we suggest following the data entry guidelines outlined in the 

WebData Pro tutorial Add Records to Your Database, which recommended not entering anything 

in the “_id field.”  To include information related to the image number or the file name of each 

postcard, we suggest adding an Image Number (or a File Name) field in your database to address 

this goal. We were also confused regarding which number to enter into the database, the postcard 

file number or the number on the postcard itself? Furthermore, the instruction to create a unique 

number beginning with number 46 is problematic when there is more than one indexer.  It is 

difficult to know which number after 46 has been previously used. Finally, the rule instructs the 

indexer to use the letter “V” in this field, but the database would not allow the use of letters.   

Field Name: Continent 

For this field, we suggest adding guidelines for islands since Hawaii is technically an island and 

not a part of a continent.  
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Field Name: Location 2 

For this field, please consider rewriting the rules to clarify what information is needed from 

indexers. The current wording suggests that indexers may decide what information to put into the 

database. This could take away from what is supposed to be entered into the structure. Another 

phrase that can be removed is “use capitals”. An indexer may believe that the whole word is to 

be capitalized. Instead, we suggest including an entry rule of using standard capitalization rules 

while entering location names. Also, it would be helpful to include a definition of the field, 

explaining the units of geo-administrative division to enter in this field, e.g. city, state, island, 

country, etc.  Alternatively, if this field were to include only countries, additional fields could be 

added to index cities and states. 

Field Name: Prominent Color 1 

This is an area of strength for the database. We encourage you to build upon this part of your 

database as it is one of your highlights. There were some issues that we faced in this field. We 

had trouble deciding what color was the “prominent” color or what constituted 1/3 of the 

postcard. If indexers struggle with determining a prominent color they might just assign a color 

that may not reflect what the database designer considers “prominent.” Perhaps allowing the 

indexer to list all of the colors present on the postcard and/or fleshing out the instructions on how 

to calculate or estimate the prominent color would be useful for this field.  

Field Name: Prominent Color 2 

In the rules “multiple” and “none” are options for a value. However in the database there are no 

“multiple” and “none” options. An indexer might assume that the blank space that is first in the 

down menu represents “none” but an explanation in the rules would be helpful.  

Field Name: Orientation 
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This is great field and especially useful for artists. The definition and rules, however, need to 

reflect the fact that all postcards in this collection have a front side, with an image, and a reverse 

side, for correspondence.  In some cases these sides may have differing orientations.   The image 

on the front side of the PostCard32V, for example, has a portrait orientation, whereas its reverse 

side has a landscape orientation.  

Field Name: Type of Image 

This field is important and valuable for your database purpose. We believe it is a nice addition to 

an artist-oriented database structure. Occasionally however, an indexer may have difficulty in 

distinguishing whether an image on a postcard is a photograph or an illustration. Therefore, 

including additional guidelines could be helpful, to avoid subjectivity. 

Field Name: Image Color 

Rather than having sepia as a color option we would suggest limiting it to “Colored” and “Black 

and White”. It can be hard to determine if postcards color is sepia or a black and white image 

that has faded with age. Sepia is a color tone that is also difficult to identify in a digital color 

scheme.  

Field Name: Language (Typeset) 

Having a language field is a plus for your database. One major question that we had is: does your 

database handle multiple languages?  Some postcards contain several languages. For example, 

PostCard28V features five different languages.  It would be helpful to include guidance on how 

to index multiple language instances.  

Field Name: Postage Stamp 
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Based on the values specified in this field, the rules refer to the stamp color. We suggest 

amending the entry rule by including the word “color”: “This field refers to the color of the 

postage stamp found on the side of the postcard…” 

Checkbox Fields 

These fields are efficient and reflect your statement of purpose. The rules are easy to understand 

and an indexer can fill them out quickly with ease. In the rules it would strengthen the field by 

explaining that these are checkboxes or pull down menus (as in indoor/outdoor) and not Y/N 

answers.  

Conclusion 

Again, we thank you for the opportunity to review your database. We believe the idea of your 

data structure is quite creative. We hope that expressing our thoughts on the strengths and 

opportunities of your database will be beneficial to your group.  If you have any further 

questions, please feel free to post them on our discussion board. 
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